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CHARACTERIZATION OF A VOLCANICALLY IMPACTED, OVERFILLED
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ABSTRACT
Volcanically impacted continental rift basins that experience coeval subsidence
and volcanism challenge the conventional sedimentation models for continental rift
basins. A field study was undertaken at the eastern margin of Bearhead basin within the
southeastern Jemez volcanic field of north central New Mexico and synthesized with
previous workers’ research. The 7.5 km-wide basin is part of the Rio Grande rift. A
brief episode of rhyolitic volcanism at 6.5-7.1 Ma overfilled the basin with about 550 m
of lava and primary pyroclastic deposits and minor fluvial sediments. As a result, little or
no coarse-grained epiclastic sediments were shed from adjacent footwall highlands and
deposited into the basin along its margins, which is a trait of conventional rift basin
models. Additionally, the reworked volcaniclastic sediments, which are mostly observed
in the lower stratigraphy, were generally longitudinally transported through the basin,
even at the basin margins, as opposed to transverse deposition on the footwall-derived
alluvial fans. The prominent sedimentary clast types shift from older andesite to mostly
younger rhyolitic volcaniclastic facies and lavas depicting the change in the type and
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composition of volcanism. This pattern contrasts with unroofing of progressively older
rocks to provide sediment into a conventional rift basin. Pyroclastic-flow, surge, fall, and
block-and-ash-flow deposits dominate the stratigraphic record with fewer hiatuses as
basin filling progressed. In the Bearhead basin, the accumulation rate of mostly volcanic
fill sourced from coeval dome complexes, including vents within the basin, exceeded the
subsidence of the basin, and thus overfilling the basin. This differs from the conventional
models, where subsidence typically exceeds the accumulation rate of sedimentary fill
sourced from uplifted highlands along and near the basin margin.

Volcanism can,

therefore, obscure typical features that are used to recognize coeval tectonism. Careful
examination of thickness variability and evidence of syndepositional faulting are key to
recognizing contemporaneous volcanism and rifting, because, topographic relief may be
muted or absent along basin boundaries with volcanic constructional processes, rather
than uplift and erosion, dominating evolution of landforms and depositional patterns.
Bearhead basin is an overfilled, volcanically impacted rift basin.

Therefore, the

knowledge gained from the Bearhead basin case study, using both sedimentological and
volcanological perspectives, may provide an analogue for better understanding older, less
well exposed basins.
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INTRODUCTION
The thickness, stratal geometry, facies distribution, and composition of
sedimentary deposits within continental rift basins reflect spatially varying subsidencedriven accommodation, basin-margin relief, and rock types exposed in denuding source
areas (Leeder and Gawthorpe, 1987; Leeder, 1995; Mack and Leeder, 1999; Ingersoll,
2001). The conventional rift basin (Leeder and Gawthorpe, 1987) sedimentation history
records progressively tilted, coarse-grained fans adjacent to bounding uplifts that
prograde and retrograde transverse to structural strike.

Clast compositions provide

evidence for progressive denudation of those uplifts that persist because subsidence
exceeds the sediment accumulation rate.

These stratigraphic and sedimentologic

attributes are accepted in order to recognize rift basins and to trace the tectonic processes
that they record.

These conventional sedimentological approaches to recognizing

continental rift basins and interpreting their subsidence dynamics do not consider the
possibility that basins may be primarily filled with coeval, syntectonic volcanic rocks and
synvolcanic sedimentary strata.
Volcanically impacted rift basins should depart from the conventional
sedimentation model for several reasons:


Volcanic-extrusion rates may exceed subsidence rates, causing an overfilled condition
that masks structural basin boundaries and diminishes construction of basin-margin
topographic relief (Smith, 1991; Smith et al, 2002; Bassett and Busby, 2007).



Volcanism-induced sedimentation responds to rapid generation of volcanogenic
debris that is not dependent on source-area weathering rates (Smith, 1991; Orton,
1996; Smith et al, 2002; Bassett and Busby, 2007). The resulting deposition related
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to high aggradation rates may not be responsive to much lower subsidence rates and
may also contribute to basin overfilling.


Depositional patterns of both primary volcanic and volcaniclastic sediment facies
(Fisher and Schmincke, 1994) may show stronger dependence on rapidly evolving
volcanically constructed topography, both within and marginal to the basin, rather
than to more slowly developed, and possibly buried, structurally produced basinmargin topography. Facies patterns, therefore, will reflect proximity to volcanic
vents, volcanic eruptive processes, and topography resulting from volcano
construction (Smith and Landis, 1995; Orton, 1996). Lateral variations in sediment
grain size, facies distribution, and deposit thickness may primarily relate to proximity
to volcanic highlands (including those within the basin) and topography that has been
preconditioned by the geologically instantaneous emplacement of thick lava flows
and pyroclastic deposits.



Sediment composition may mostly reflect temporal variations in the eruption styles
and magma compositions of the syndepositional volcanism (Smith 1991), rather than
denudation to progressively deeper levels of footwall uplifts.
The purpose of this study is to examine these likely departures from the

conventional rift-basin model that result from volcanism by applying both
sedimentological and volcanological perspectives to the examination of the intersection
of a continental rift basin with a large volcanic field. The study documents, through this
case example, how volcanism directly and indirectly produces basin-fill characteristics.
These characteristics understandably depart from the conventional continental-rift basin
models, the potential challenges of recognizing syndepositional basin subsidence in
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volcanic regions, and insights for recognizing volcanically-impacted subsiding basins in
the geologic record.
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GEOLOGIC SETTING
The focus of the study is the upper Miocene fill of the Bearhead basin, which
formed at the intersection of the Rio Grande rift and the Jemez volcanic field in northcentral New Mexico (Figure 1). Santa Fe Group rift-fill sediments record the initiation of
extensional faulting and subsidence in the Oligcocene (Smith, 2004) long before initial
activity in the volcanic field at about 20 Ma (WoldeGabriel et al., 2003).

Figure 1 – Map of the Jemez Mountains showing the study area, which is located at the intersection of the
Rio Grande rift and Jemez volcanic field (modified from Smith and Lynch, 2007).

The Bearhead rift basin is a 25 km2 extensional basin located within the
southeastern Jemez Mountains (Smith et al., 2001; Smith, 2001; Lynch et al, 2005; Smith
and Lynch, 2007). It is an asymmetric, west-tilted graben bounded by northwest-striking,
rift-related normal faults on the east (Media Dia fault), and west (Peralta fault) margins
(Figure 2). Transverse northeast-striking en echelon normal faults form the northern
boundary and are associated with the Jemez lineament, a deep-seated structure
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originating in the Proterozoic (Karlstrom and Humphreys, 1998). The Bearhead basin
merges southward with the Santo Domingo basin of the Rio Grande rift (Smith et al.,
2001). This study includes new mapping and stratigraphic studies extending eastward
from Bland Canyon to the Medio Dia fault. These new data are incorporated with
previous work (Smith, 2001; Lynch et al, 2005; Smith and Lynch, 2007; G.A. Smith,
unpub.) to complete a basin analysis of the Bearhead basin.

Figure 2 – a. Location of the Bearhead basin with major faults and Bearhead Rhyolite vents. b.
Generalized geologic map of the Bearhead basin showing the dominant source area to the west and a fault
zone in the west as the basin boundary. The major structures in the east are the basin-bounding faults, the
Medio Dia fault and the Pajarito fault. Please refer to Appendix A for a full color version. c. Cross section
along A-A’ in (b) shows the vertical extent of the thick Peralta Tuff Member, and the tilting of the graben
to the west (Modified from Smith and Lynch, 2007).

The southeastern Jemez volcanic field provides exposure of the Miocene Keres
Group volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks, which are interbedded with the Rio Grande rift
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basin fill of the Santa Fe Group. The mostly volcanic rocks of the Keres Group are
overlain by upper Miocene Cochiti Formation sedimentary strata (Smith and Lavine,
1996; Smith et al., 2001), Pliocene pediment-capping gravel, and the Pleistocene
Bandelier Tuff erupted from the Valles Caldera (Figures 2 and 3).
The volcanic and volcaniclastic sedimentary rocks of the Keres Group are divided
into the Paliza Canyon Formation, the Canovas Canyon Formation, and the Bearhead
Rhyolite, including the Peralta Tuff Member (Smith et al, 1970, Gardner et al., 1986).
The 17 to 7.1 Ma Paliza Canyon Formation (Justet, 2003; Smith and Lynch, 2007), is the
most widespread formation of the Keres Group, but the dominant basin fill within the
Bearhead basin is the Bearhead Rhyolite, including the Peralta Tuff Member, with lesser
amounts of the Paliza Canyon Formation and the Cochiti Formation (Gay and Smith,
1996; Justet and Spell, 2001; Smith, 2001; Lynch et al., 2005). Paliza Canyon Formation
andesite and dacite lava flows form localized paleotopographic highs surrounded by
Peralta Tuff in the Bland Canyon area, and hydrothermally altered lava flows are exposed
beneath the Bearhead Rhyolite in Peralta Canyon along the western basin margin (Lynch
et al, 2005). The Peralta Tuff Member and the Cochiti Formation have a total thickness
of about 550 m within the basin (Smith and Lynch, 2007 and this study).
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Figure 3 – Chart depicting the relationship of volcanic deposits and sedimentary deposits within the
southeastern Jemez Volcanic field (modified from the Geology of the Jemez Region II NMGS field guide,
2007).

Some strata that only crop out along or close to the Bearhead basin margin are
pertinent to interpreting sources of sediment to the basin and the history of events. The
northern-margin footwall exposes rhyolite dikes that fed some of the Bearhead volcanic
vents (Smith and Lynch, 2007), and relatively deep intrusive quartz monzonite and
diorite stocks and dikes related to the Paliza Canyon Formation magmatism. These
intrusions include contact metamorphosed roof pendants of rift-fill Santa Fe Group
sandstone and are further cut by rhyolite intrusions (Smith, 2001; Smith and Lynch,
2007). The northern basin-bounding fault is predominantly concealed by the mostly
unfaulted Quaternary Bandelier Tuff, mass-wasting deposits, and Bearhead Rhyolite
intrusions (Lynch et al., 2005). The footwall along the eastern basin margin not only
exposes Paliza Canyon Formation volcaniclastic sediments and lava flows (Smith and
Lynch, 2007), but also the 13 to 10 Ma Canovas Canyon Rhyolite (Justet, 2003).
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The Bearhead Rhyolite eruptive phase from 7.06 to 6.25 Ma produced at least 57
eruptive units from approximately 20 vents (McIntosh and Quade, 1995; Justet and Spell,
2001; Smith, 2001; and this work). The majority of the primary volcanic deposits were
deposited between 7.06 and 6.5 Ma (Justet and Spell, 2001, Smith, 2001). Volcaniclastic
deposits are assigned to the Peralta Tuff Member with each eruptive unit consisting of
pyroclastic-fall, flow, and surge deposits. In some localities, these deposits are associated
with lava flows and domes, and eruptive units are separated by erosional surfaces,
sedimentary deposits, and paleosols signifying volcanic quiescence during inter-eruption
intervals (Smith and Katzman, 1991, Smith, 2001). The most probable source areas for
the Bearhead Rhyolite and the Peralta Tuff Member within the Bearhead basin are a
dome within Peralta Canyon, a dome within Bland Canyon, the polygenetic eruptive
center Bearhead Peak and intrusions along the western basin margin and just east of the
basin.

The dome eruptive centers formed high-relief slopes that were flanked by

pyroclastic-flow aprons that, in turn, eroded to source fluvial and eolian volcaniclastic
sediments (Smith et al., 1991; Smith, 2004; Smith and Lynch, 2007). Geochemical data
indicated that the erupted magmas rose from a single, high-level magma chamber through
the structurally weakened crust along the fault zones (Justet and Spell, 2001; Smith,
2001), and, in some cases, eruptions occurred simultaneously from different, structurally
connected locations (Gay and Smith, 1996).
Several field relationships demonstrate that the Bearhead basin subsided
contemporaneously with the late Miocene Bearhead volcanism (Smith and Lynch, 2007),
which makes it an ideal field site for testing hypotheses about volcanically-impacted rifts
basins. Although the Bearhead Rhyolite is exposed discontinuously over more than 300
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km2, most of the outcrops are intrusions or local, highly eroded pyroclastic-flow aprons
immediately adjacent to vents. In contrast, more than 400 m of Peralta Tuff Member is
preserved within the Bearhead basin, which is the only location within the volcanic field
that contains a vertical succession through multiple eruptive units and that contains
sedimentary deposits interbedded with tuff and lava. These observations imply local
subsidence that allowed for deposition and preservation.

These small-scale

syndepositional faults are also present within the Peralta Tuff (Figure 4).
There is 56 m of Paliza Canyon Formation volcaniclastic sediment exposed
beneath the Peralta Tuff in Bland Canyon, and this formation is distinct from the lava
flows and pyroclastic breccias found in the footwall of the Medio Dia fault; this implies
subsidence of the basin to accumulate sediment during Paliza Canyon volcanism. In
addition, the 11.3 Ma ±0.3 Ma quartz monzonite (Goff et al, 2005) in the northern
footwall of the basin is locally overlain by Peralta Tuff pyroclastic deposits, which
indicates uplift and denudation of the Paliza Canyon Formation and Canovas Canyon
Rhyolite prior to the initiation of Bearhead Rhyolite volcanism.
An angular unconformity separates the basin-filling Peralta Tuff Member and
Cochiti Formation from five to 15 m of pediment-capping gravel and Bandelier Tuff,
which indicates that principal basin subsidence and tilting were completed prior to the
middle Pliocene and within 4 million years of the youngest beds preserved below the
unconformity. Therefore, Bearhead basin subsidence began prior to Bearhead Rhyolite
volcanism, and continued to provide the accumulation and preservation space for the
rapidly aggraded (1 m/ky) Bearhead eruptive materials. The basin ceased to undergo
significant subsidence sometime in the Pliocene. Subsequent displacement along the
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Pajarito fault (Figure 2) and regional base-level drop (Smith et al., 2001) led to incision
of the basin-filling volcanic and sedimentary rocks.

Figure 4 – Syndepositional faulting, normal fault motion noted by the black arrows, was observed in a
pumiceous pyroclastic flow (tuff of Albemarle) resting upon the tuff of Lower Peralta Canyon, which
demonstrates that faulting was occurring as the primary volcanic materials were deposited.
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METHODS OF STUDY
The concept of sedimentation greatly exceeding basin subsidence, and therefore,
concealing structural relief along basin margins was tested in the Bearhead basin with a
field study incorporating knowledge from the fields of sedimentology and volcanology.
Traditional field work included geologic mapping and measuring stratigraphic columns.
The majority of attention in this study was focused along the eastern Bearhead basin
margin, which only received cursory attention during previous studies (Lavine, 1996;
Lynch et al, 2005; Smith and Lynch, 2007).
Detailed geologic mapping focused on the volcanic and volcaniclastic deposits of
Bland Canyon and Medio Dia Canyon (Plate 1 and Appendix A). Also, the structure of
the Peralta Tuff Member was mapped in detail. Mapping was performed over a 4.6 km²
at a scale of 1:12,000 using the Cañada 7.5-minute quadrangle geologic map (Lynch et
al., 2005) as a base map. The detailed geologic mapping included breaking out subunits
within the Peralta Tuff Member in order to better document fault displacements and
lateral variations in basin-filling deposits.
Stratigraphic columns were measured at 11 different strategic locations
(Appendix B) within Bland Canyon and Medio Dia Canyon, and there were nine
previously measured columns within Bland Canyon, Colle Canyon, and Peralta Canyon.
Stratigraphic columns were measured to document previously unrecognized eruptive
units, to correlate previously described units, and to define the character of the volcanic
units close to and away from major structures. The stratigraphic column descriptions
(Appendix B) recorded vertical sedimentary and volcanic facies changes, unit
thicknesses, bedding characteristics, clast information (composition, size, and sorting),
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clast composition counts (one count recorded linearly along a ruler with a reading every
five cm totaling to 100 counts), and paleocurrent directions. These stratigraphic columns
were combined with unpublished stratigraphic columns that cover the central and western
part of the basin (G. Smith and R. Abitz, 1988-89, unpub; G. Smith, 2006, unpub) to
provide an overview of the Bearhead basin stratigraphy.
Facies were recorded as volcaniclastic sediment deposits and pyroclastic-fall,
flow, and surge deposits (Francis, 1993). Pyroclastic-flow deposit is subcategorized as a
pumiceous pyroclastic-flow deposit and a block-and-ash flow deposit (Table 1). Weakly
developed paleosols are recognized by centimeter- to decimeter-thick, orange zones
within the upper parts of beds of all types. These weathered zones lack well defined
horizons but exhibit oxidation of mafic minerals, accumulation of silt-sized ash, and
bioturbation. The development of the soil was on the order of about millennia to tens of
thousands of years.
Table 1 – Description of Deposits
Deposit
Description
Volcaniclastic sediment
Poorly-sorted, conglomeratic scour-fill bedded with minor sand beds and
lesser amounts of conglomeratic debris-flow deposits, orange brown, dark
brown and gray color.
Paleosols
Poorly-developed soil horizons, oxidation of ferromagnesium minerals
from primary volcanic and volcaniclastic deposits, biotrurbation, inclusion
of dust (silt), centimeter-decimeter thick, orange to red orange in color
Pyroclastic-fall
Well-sorted, juvenile clasts and accessory lithic clasts interbedded, grain
size varies between ash and lapilli-sized clasts, planar beds, colors of pink,
white, and gray.
Pyroclastic-flow
Poorly-sorted, massive, pumiceous with lesser amounts of accessory lithic
clasts, white to light gray colors.
Pyroclastic-block-and-ash
Poorly-sorted, massive, perlite blocks from 10 to 80 cm, with very few
accessory lithic clasts, white to light gray colors.
Pyroclastic-surge
Moderately-sorted, cross bedding to planar bedding, with juvenile and
accessory lithic clasts, white to light gray and brown color.
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RESULTS
STRUCTURE
Mapping has shown that the units are younger toward the northwestern direction
within the field area and change from mostly volcaniclastic sediments to mostly volcanic
deposits. Additionally, the beds dip mostly to the west except in Medio Dia Canyon
where beds dip to the east. The faults within and near the bottom of the two canyons are
high-angle normal faults that strike generally northwest with fewer east-west faults.
Fault density also increases toward the Horn Mesa rhyolite dome in Bland Canyon. Units
cannot be correlated across some of these faults and therefore, the displacement is
obscured.

STRATIGRAPHY
The lowest exposure of the Bearhead basin is 56 m of the andesitic Paliza Canyon
volcaniclastic sediments. These deposits consist of poorly-sorted conglomeratic deposits
interbedded with coarse sand deposits located next to the Medio Dia fault, the basinbounding fault. The volcaniclastic sediments dominate the older basin stratigraphy in the
form of debris flows and channel deposits. However, the base of the Paliza Canyon
Formation is not in view.
Conformably overlying the Paliza Canyon Formation are the oldest rhyolitic
deposits within the Peralta Tuff Member of the Bearhead Rhyolite (Appendix B – GS1).
There is a sharp contact between the two formations, and it is exposed within the
southern tributary canyon of Bland Canyon. The contact is also exposed in Bland
Canyon near the cattle guard as well as south of West Mesa and just to the west of Bland
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canyon. This abrupt contact marks the transition from predominantly andesitic grains to
rhyolitic sediment and primary pyroclastic deposits, and is also associated with a
dramatic color change from dark brown to white deposits.
The lowest 125 m of the Peralta Tuff Member consists primarily of perlite-rich
gravel interbedded with subordinate primary-pyroclastic deposits. This Bland Canyon
sediments map unit is restricted to the southern half of Bland Canyon (Plate 1 and Figure
5). The volcaniclastic deposits are mostly stream deposits with scour and fill structures
and imbricated clasts with very few debris-flow deposits. The sources of the pyroclasticfall and flow deposits are unknown and have uniform thicknesses of about one to two
meters.

Fall deposits, composed mostly of lapilli-sized clasts, were observed

stratigraphically below each of the pyroclastic-flow deposits and interbedded with the
volcaniclastic sediments.

The fall deposits are typically reworked by eolian, or

pedogenic processes, including bioturbation and minor oxidation. The exception to the
aforementioned one to two meter-thick flow deposits is the eight m-thick block-and-ashflow deposit that caps the Bland Canyon sediments.
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Figure 5 – Composite stratigraphy of about 550 m of primary and secondary volcaniclastic materials
deposited in the Bearhead basin (modified from Smith and Lynch, 2007). The older deposits are dominated
by sediments with few eruptive units, then followed by rhyolitic tuffs and lava flows (not depicted), and
finally capped with more sediments. A total of 57 eruptive units were deposited within Bearhead basin.
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Six distinctive units are found within the southern half of Bland Canyon. Two pyroclastic flow units mark the onset of
Bearhead volcanism. The 1-3 m flow units are massive, pumice-rich with glassy rhyolite. Two block-and-ash flow
deposits are only found in Bland Canyon above the aforementioned pyroclastic flows, and they are 1-8 m thick with 20-80
cm perlite blocks in an ash/pumice lapilli matrix. 2 m fall deposit precedes the 8 m block-and-ash flow deposit. It has
multiple sets of distinctive white, pink, and gray banding. A pyroclastic flow can be traced from within that fall and up
through Bland Canyon. Another 25 cm fall deposit is distinctive because it resides on the 8 m block-and-ash flow deposits
and it consists of 3 cm diorite lapilli.
The lower part of the unit consists of more than 70 m of massive hydromagmatic tuff breccia and cross-bedded surge
deposits in Colle Canyon suggesting an eruption centered in the eastern Bearhead Peak dome complex. Overlain by at
least 7 pyroclastic-flow units and related thin (< 1 m) pumice-fall layers. Becomes interwoven with the Tuff of lower
Peralta Canyon in Bland Canyon. Paleomagnetic emplacement-temperature estimate 500->600oC. (See Gay, 1995; Gay
and Smith, 1996).
Massive breccia, coarse-grained hydromagmatic-surge deposits, and accretionary-lapilli beds comprise the lower ~15-20
m, which also contains abundant liquefaction structures, ballistic blocks in excess of 50 cm, and abundant accessory
sediment clasts. Accessory sediment clasts derived from ancestral Rio Grande facies in the underlying rift-basin fill and
consist of consolidated siltstone clasts, rounded quartzite, pelitic-metamorphic, and volcanic cobbles, very red and
apparently thermally altered sandstone, and highly deformed, poorly consolidated blocks, as much as 5 m across, of
interstratified fluvial-channel sands and overbank mud. Upper part consists of 10-12 m of cross-bedded pumiceous surge
deposits draped by as much as 2 m of pumice fall. Best exposed as the lowest stratigraphic unit along the east side of Tent
Rocks but also crops out in eastern Colle Canyon and Bland Canyon. Asymmetric block sags and cross-bedding indicate
source at site of dome 3 km NW of Tent Rocks. Paleomagnetic emplacement-temperature estimate <100-250oC. (See Gay,
1995; Gay and Smith, 1996).
Cross-bedded hydromagmatic-surge deposits capped by 2 m of stratified pumice and ash fall. Thickest in tributaries to
Peralta Canyon south of Oak Mesa where the base is not exposed; ~5 m thick in Colle Canyon. Directly overlain by
rhyolite of Bearjump in Peralta Canyon. Thickness variation, cross-bed directions and relation to overlying lava indicate
eruption from the western or central Bearhead Peak dome complex.
6-15 pyroclastic-flow units cropping out in Colle Canyon and Bland Canyon. It is capped by a 2-m thick stratified
pumice-lapilli-fall deposit; fall deposit is also present locally in eastern Peralta Canyon and Tent Rocks. Flow units are
tabular in upper Colle Canyon and confined farther south to a SE-trending channel cut into tuff of lower Peralta Canyon.
Distribution suggests eruption from the east part of the Bearhead Peak complex or from sources farther north.
A sequence of pyroclastic-flow deposits with abundant lithic fragments > 30 cm cropping out in upper Colle Canyon. The
flows thin abruptly southward and correlate to finer-grained deposits farther south that are restricted to channels incised
into the tuff of Albemarle. Distribution and variation in thickness and clast size suggests derivation from north of
Bearhead Peak.

Description

Table 2 – Description of principal Peralta Tuff Member eruption units (ordered from oldest to youngest) (Modified from Smith, 2001)

5-60

2-8

~96

3-6

Tuff gamma

Tuff of Horn
Mesa
(rhyolite of
Horn
Mesa)

Rhyolite
marker
tephra 1

1.5-2.5

0.2-1.0

Tuff of Colle
Canyon

Andesite
marker
tephra
Tuff beta

Fall with
minor
flow

Flow and
surge with
fall

Flow and
fall

Flow with
minor fall
and surge

Fall
(largely
reworked)
Flow

6.81
+0.022

6.86
+0.131
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Black layer of two-pyroxene-andesite scoriaceous ash. Forms a nearly continuous layer in Colle Canyon and Bland
Canyon, but is present in isolated outcrops in Peralta Canyon and at Tent Rocks. Reworked and overthickened channels
and swales. Erupted from a late Paliza Canyon Formation vent or from a volcano in the northern Jemez Mountains.
Typically a single flow unit with abundant glassy rhyolite clasts < 30 cm across resting on a massive pumice-lapilli-fall
bed. Restricted to Peralta, Colle, and Bland Canyons north of the lower Peralta Canyon dome. Clast sizes increase
northward in Colle Canyon where a second flow unit is present suggesting a source north of Bearhead Peak.
Consists of three subunits. The lower subunit contains 3-15 pyroclastic-flow units and intercalated thin pumice-fall
deposits and ranges in thickness from 10-25 m. The subunit, and flow units within it, thin to the east, south, southeast. In
the vicinity of Tent Rocks, these flow units are restricted to a broad paleoswale on the east flank of the tuff of lower
Peralta Canyon tuff ring. The uppermost 3-5 m of the lower unit includes cross-bedded pumiceous surge deposits and
numerous ballistic blocks suggesting discrete blast explosions. The middle subunit is a plane bedded perlitic ash-fall
deposit about 3.5-m thick. All fragments are poorly vesicular to nonvesicular and generally less than 2 cm across. In Colle
Canyon, as many as four thin (< 2 m) pyroclastic-flow units are present within the middle fall subunit, but none extend
more than 2 km from Bearhead Peak. The middle subunit is found in Bland and Medio Dia Canyons as well. In several
localities the uppermost ash-fall was redistributed into low eolian dunes prior to emplacement of the upper subunit. The
middle subunit may record Pelean or Vulcanian eruptions and dome growth following the explosive eruptions of the lower
subunit. The upper subunit consists of pyroclastic-flow and fall deposits and is as much as 30 m thick. Pyroclastic-flow
deposits contain clasts up to 2 m across and are generally coarser and more lithic rich than those of the lower subunit.
Lateral flow margins of these deposits are exposed in many outcrops and indicate that they did not extend as far to the
south or southwest as those of the lower subunit and did not reach Tent Rocks. However, they did extend through to
Medio Dia Canyon. Thickness variation and directions inferred from surge cross-bedding and asymmetric block sags
indicate derivation from eruption at Bearhead Peak. Paleomagnetic emplacement-temperature estimate 500-550oC (Moore
et al., 1997).
As many as 4 pyroclastic-flow units overlying an ~1-m thick pumice-fall deposit. Flow units are restricted to the
paleotopographic low between the rhyolite of Bearjump and the axis of the lobate tuff of Colle Canyon apron although the
fall deposit is found farther east and west.
Horn Mesa eruptive unit has a series of at least 18 pyroclastic flow and surge units. Pyroclastic flow units are ~2 to 25-m
thick with increasing clast size towards Horn Mesa dome, and they are interbedded with fall deposits in Medio Dia
Canyon. Santa Fe Group sandstones and Paliza Canyon andesites and andesite ballistics are found within the flow
deposits. No fall deposits are seen in Bland Canyon, but a 30+m thick fall caps the unit within Medio Dia Canyon.
Hydromagmatic surge deposits are ~2 to 4 m-thick and are only limited to Bland Canyon. They contain crossbedding and
paleocurrent indicators suggesting the Horn Mesa vent as the source.
Distinctive, thick stratified fall deposit consisting of a lower interval of stratified white pumice lapilli and coarse ash, and
thin middle interval of poorly sorted pink ash, and an eroded upper interval of gray, poorly vesicular perlitic lapilli and ash
with minor internal disconformities (Kindel and Smith, 2007). Widespread marker throughout the study area. The middle
pink interval contains a single, 0.5-m thick pyroclastic-flow unit at one locality in Peralta Canyon. Speculated to correlate
to the tuff of Horn Mesa.

Fall with
minor
surge

~1.5

~ 1-2

Flow with
minor fall

10-50

Tuff of
~9
Cañada
Camada
1
McIntosh and Quade (1995)
2
Smith et al. (2001)

Tuff of Tent
Rocks
(units A-D)
Rhyolite
marker
tephra 2
Tuff epsilon
6.79
+0.051

6.84
+0.062
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Four separate eruptive units always found in close stratigraphic proximity. Each eruption produced 3-15 pyroclastic-flow
units ranging in thickness between ~ 5 - 20 m. The deposits of the four events are separated from one another by channel
scours, thin alluvial deposits, eolian tuff, and thin soils. Restricted to Peralta Canyon and Tent Rocks. Source is unknown.
Paleomagnetic emplacement-temperature estimate 300-350oC.
Crudely stratified, gray perlitic fall deposit with two thin (~5-20 cm) surge layers. The surge layers consist of trains of
solitary dune forms and are distinctive of this deposit. The surge layers thin and fine southward in Peralta Canyon to Tent
Rocks suggesting origin by blast explosions at or north of Bearhead Peak.
A single pyroclastic-flow unit containing abundant glassy rhyolite blocks known only from outcrops along the west side of
Tent Rocks.
Two pumiceous pyroclastic-flow units restricted to Peralta Canyon north of the lower Peralta Canyon rhyolite dome.
Paleomagnetic emplacement-temperature estimate 200-250oC.

Initial sedimentation was followed by a rapid aggradation of about 285 m of
primary volcanic deposits, pyroclastic-fall, flow, and surge deposits. Hiatuses between
these multiple eruptive units are indicated by centimeter- to decimeter-thick, weaklly
developed paleosols; sedimentary deposits are very rare.
The eruptive units were correlated from Peralta Canyon in the east to Media Dia
Canyon in the west (Figure 6). Stratigraphic correlations were drawn based on unique
physical characteristics within eruption units, type of eruption unit and according to
stratigraphic position. Key correlation units were: (1) the surges of the tuff of lower
Peralta Canyon recognized by the quartzite clasts and cross-bedding directions (Figure 7),
(2) the black andesite tephra (Figure 8), and (3) the approximately two-meter-thick
perlitic middle fall deposit within the tuff of Colle Canyon (Figure 9).
Correlation of the eruptive units revealed that some eruptive units were restricted
to different parts of the basin; while others filled topographic lows that remained between
volcanically built highs. Eruptive units portray unique geometries. For example, the
lower flow units within the tuff of Colle Canyon, erupted from Bearhead Peak, was
deposited in the form of two lobes. The upper flow units then filled in the low trough
between the two previously deposited lobes that were draped by the middle fall deposit.
The tuff of Colle Canyon forms a convex-up pyroclastic-flow apron that pinches out to
the west and the east (with some uncertainty). Tuff gamma then partly filled the low area
to the west of this apron.

The tuff of Albemarle also seems to have filled a

topographically low area, but this low area was an erosional valley scoured into the top of
the tuff of lower Peralta Canyon with no evidence of soil development.
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Two eruptive units thicken toward domes within the Bearhead basin. The tuff of
lower Peralta Canyon pinches out southeast of Bearhead Peak and thickens to at least 53
m in the southern area of the basin, in close proximity to the dome in Peralta Canyon
(Gay, 1995). The tuff of Horn Mesa thickens toward the rhyolite of Horn Mesa in Bland
Canyon. Also, the Horn Mesa eruptive unit is tentatively correlated to rhyolite marker
fall one in the central and western areas of the basin based on its stratigraphic position.
As a whole, the eruptive units rapidly aggraded, built topography within the basin, and
dominated the Bearhead basin stratigraphy.
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Figure 6 – Correlation of five composite sections across the Bearhead basin with index map modified from
Lynch et al. (2005). Eruptive units were correlated using key markers such as fall deposits. Eruptive units
displayed unique geometries. The strata thicken towards the center of the basin and towards their source
volcano. The overall picture of the eruptive units depicted a distinctive geometry of preferential thickening
and thinning depending upon the previously volcanically constructed landforms.
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Figure 7 – The tuff of lower Peralta Canyon is a pyroclastic-surge deposit with accretionary lapilli and
accessory Santa Fe Group quartzite clasts that were included as hydrovolcanic explosions excavated the
aquifer (Gay and Smith, 1995).

Figure 8 – The andesite marker tephra, about 30 cm-thick, is an important correlating unit throughout the
Bearhead basin. Its stratigraphic location helped correlate the tuff of Albemarle (below the andesite tephra)
and tuff beta (above the andesite tephra) to Colle Canyon to the west. The source of the andesite marker
tephra is unknown.
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Figure 9 – The middle fall deposit of the tuff of Colle Canyon, a two meter-thick pyroclastic-fall deposit
composed primarily of perlite ash and lapilli.

The only aforementioned unit that is restricted to Bland Canyon and Media Dia
Canyon is the tuff of Horn Mesa. Within Bland Canyon, a series of pyroclastic flows and
surges originate from the Horn Mesa eruptive center as indicated by the paleocurrent
directions. The Horn Mesa eruptive center is an eroded carapace, the interior of the
volcano or intrusion is now exposed. This eruptive unit lacks fall deposits within Bland
Canyon, but fall deposits are present within Medio Dia Canyon. The eruptive unit is also
tentatively correlated to the three to six meter-thick rhyolite maker fall number one
(Table 2) in the center and western areas of the basin. The base of the unit is not
exposed. The pyroclastic-flow deposits are massive and have poorly-sorted pumice,
perlite, glassy rhyolite, devitrified rhyolite, hydrothermally altered clasts, andesite, and
minimal sandstone. In Bland Canyon, the at least 60-m thick eruptive unit terminates
against a conspicuous east-west trending fault located south of the eruptive center.
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Within Medio Dia Canyon, the 65-m thick tuff of Horn Mesa consists of pyroclastic flow
and fall deposits without surge deposits. Pyroclastic-flow units are thicker and coarser
grained in the upper part of the stratigraphy. The top of the deposit is a greater than 30-m
thick fall deposit, which changes dip direction from east to west at a location that marks
the crater rim (Figure 11).
The crossbeds within the surge deposits of the tuff of Horn Mesa were recorded to
determine a mean flow direction, and the surge deposits were divided into two groups
based from stratigraphic levels adjacent to the intrusion (Figure 10).

One set of

measurements was collected southeast of the dome and intrusion along the Bland Canyon
eastern wall and another set of measurements was collected from a southwesterly
oriented drainage that transects from the Horn Mesa dome. The data set from southeast
of the dome revealed a mean transport direction of 149° and the data set from southwest
of the dome revealed a mean transport direction of 210° depicting a surge apron coming
from the Horn Mesa dome. The amplitude of the crossbeds within the surge deposits
increases from about 0.05 m, at a distance of about 600 m, to 0.5 m adjacent to the dome.
The wavelengths of the beds vary by about two to three meter sandwave beds closer to
the dome, and then the wavelengths are almost planar farther from the dome.
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1
2

2
1

Figure 10 – Paleocurrent directions recorded in surge deposits in the tuff of Horn Mesa. The white region
labeled 1 is located within a transverse drainage near the eroded dome, and the white area has a mean
direction of 210°. The gray shaded region labeled 2 has a mean direction of 149° and is located along the
eastern wall of Bland Canyon. The two data sets show that a volcaniclastic apron radially transported from
the Horn Mesa eruptive center. See Appendix D for the raw data.
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Figure 11 – The tuff of Horn Mesa uppermost fall deposit is about 30+ m-thick and is only observed in
Medio Dia Canyon. The black line represents the change in dip direction from the older deposits dipping to
the east to the younger deposits dipping to the west. This change in dip direction is capturing an angular
unconformity along to the crater rim of the tuff cone associated with the rhyolite of Horn Mesa dome.

CLAST COMPOSITION COUNT DATA
The compositions of the clasts within the Bearhead basin deposits are pertinent to
determining their provenance, such as the denuded footwall blocks, the eroded
pyroclastic deposits, or the carapaces of the rhyolite domes (Smith et al., 1991). Clast
counts were recorded from this study within Bland Canyon and Medio Dia Canyon, and
their locations are indicated in the stratigraphic sections (Appendix B) within the eastern
area of the basin. Clast composition counts were also recorded by previous researchers
(G. Smith and R. Abitz, 1988-89, unpub; G. Smith, 2006, unpub) in stratigraphic sections
located in the Peralta Canyon and Colle Canyon drainage basins in the central and
western area of the basin. The clasts were categorized as andesite, glassy rhyolite,
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devitrified rhyolite, hydrothermally altered rock, and lithified tuff and related to their
potential provenances: the Paliza Canyon Formation andesite, the Canovas Canyon
Rhyolite, or the Bearhead Rhyolite (Table 3). The counts were converted to percentages
of the total at each sampled location.
Table 3 –Types of Clasts Compositions within Bearhead Basin
Clast Type
Description
Andesite
Porphyritic texture with plagioclase, variable pyroxene
and hornblende, and rarely biotite in a fine-grained
groundmass. Probably represents compositional range
from basalt to dacite. Black, dark gray, to red in color.
Glassy rhyolite
Rhyolite/perlite: shiny luster, sometimes flow-banded,
(includes pumice
and are black to gray in color.
and perlite)
Pumice:, dull luster, vesicular, friable, white to light
gray color.
Devitrified rhyolite
Dull luster, sometimes flow-banded, light to dark gray
in color.
Hydrothermally
altered

Most appear to be aphyric or sparsely phyric
suggesting a rhyolite protolith. Size is typically ≤ 3cm.
with colors of pale gray, orange, and deep red.

Lithified tuff

Friable, nonjuvenile, altered rhyolitic tuff of varying
lithic composition, white and pale green colored.

Provenance
Paliza Canyon
Formation
Bearhead Rhyolite

Canovas Canyon
Rhyolite, Bearhead
Rhyolite
Paliza Canyon
Formation, Bearhead
Rhyolite, or Canovas
Canyon Rhyolite
Canovas Canyon
Rhyolite, Bearhead
Rhyolite

The Bearhead basin volcaniclastic conglomerate compositions vary with
stratigraphic height and location within the basin (Figure 12). It is important to note that
there are no visual differences to distinguish the origins of devitrified rhyolite clasts that
could be from either the Canovas Canyon Rhyolite or the Bearhead Rhyolite. The
hydrothermally altered rocks may be from any of the three sources as well, although most
appear to be rhyolitic. Lithified–tuff clasts are eroded either from the Canovas Canyon
Rhyolite or the Bearhead Rhyolite. The compositional data show that there are overall
trends through the stratigraphy. The dramatic percentage changes in composition define
the contacts between the formations. For example, the andesite conglomeratic clasts
within the eastern area of the basin near the eastern basin margin and at the Paliza
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Canyon Formation-Peralta Tuff Member contact (zero mark) decrease from about 90
percent to almost 35 percent. The andesitic clast content continues to decrease upward
through the basin stratigraphy.

Also, at the Paliza Canyon Formation-Peralta Tuff

Member contact, the glassy rhyolite increases from zero to about 55 percent. This
percentage remains above 35 percent and increases to 100 percent during Bearhead
volcanism. The glassy rhyolite percent decreases near the Peralta Tuff Member-Cochiti
Formation contact. This contact is placed at about 368 m where the devitrified rhyolite
and glassy rhyolite clasts are subequal. The devitrified rhyolite clasts variably increase
from zero to about 40 percent during Bearhead volcanism, but the largest increase is
when Bearhead volcanism ceases and is in the Cochiti Formation. Throughout the
stratigraphic section, the hydrothermally altered rocks show very little change in
percentage staying from zero to 10 percent abundance. The lithified tuff is only observed
in the Paliza Canyon Formation and the Cochiti Formation between zero to five percent.
Within the central and western area of the basin, the clast compositions have
different trends when compared to those in the eastern area of the basin. There is a small
overlap between the areas in stratigraphic height at around 105 m. At this level of the
stratigraphy there is a greater abundance of devitrified and altered rhyolite, andesite, and
lithified tuff near the eastern basin margin compared to the central and western part of the
basin. Therefore, the provenances for the two areas are different.
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Figure 12 – The two graphs located in the eastern western areas of the Bearhead basin depict the changes
of clast compositional percentages compared to the stratigraphic height above the Peralta Tuff Member
boundary (zero mark). The two areas do overlap at about 114 m above the Paliza Canyon Formation
(Tpv)-Peralta Tuff Member (Tbp) contact. The contact between the Peralta Tuff Member the Cochiti
Formation (Tcf) is at about 368 m. See Appendix C for the raw data.

The gravel fraction of the pyroclastic-fall, flow, and surge deposits from 17
sampled locations were sediment sources to succeeding volcaniclastic deposits, and the
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data collected can serve as a proxy for the rock types in the subsurface areas of the vents
and/or rock types traversed by moving flows and surges (Table 4).

The lithic clasts

consist of devitrified rhyolite, andesite, and hydrothermally altered clasts. The gravel
fractions of the pyroclastic-fall deposits have an average of 50 percent glassy rhyolite and
50 percent nonjuvenile lithics. Pyroclastic-flow deposits have an average of 57 percent
glassy rhyolite and 43 percent nonjuvenile lithics. Pyroclastic-surges have an average of
51 percent glassy rhyolite and 49 percent nonjuvenile lithics.

Primary-pyroclastic

deposits filled the basin with subequal percentages of glassy rhyolitic clasts and
nonjuvenile lithic clasts.
Table 4 – Composition of Primary Pyroclastic Deposits
Pyroclastic
Deposit
Mean
Fall
Surge
Flow
Range
Fall
Surge
Flow

Glassy
Rhyolite %

Devitrified
Rhyolite %

Hydrothermally
Altered %

Andesite %

1
3
13

50
51
57

0
40
25

0
9
10

50
0
8

1
3
13

50
37 to 76
18 to 81

0
18 to 53
8 to 50

0
6 to 15
2 to 21

50
0
0 to 32

n

SEDIMENT PALEOCURRENT DATA
Imbricated clasts within the Bland Canyon volcaniclastic sediments were
recorded to determine a mean flow direction of the fluvial deposits (Appendix D). The
data reveal a mean southeast direction of 160° (Figure 13).

Sediments were

longitudinally transported through the basin, the regional downslope transport direction
from the central part of the volcanic field, to the northwest. There is also a slight
transverse component. Those clasts yielding the transverse-flow orientations are within
beds that exhibit the more common southeasterly paleocurrent direction.
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Figure 13 – Paleocurrent directions were measured from imbricated clasts within the conglomeratic
deposits of the Bland Canyon sediments. The mean direction of all the measurements was 160° showing
that most gravel was transported longitudinally through the basin as opposed to transversely from the basin
margin. There is a slight transverse component. See Appendix D for the raw data.
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DISCUSSION
The Bearhead basin fulfills the characteristics of a volcanically impacted rift
basin, with patterns of syntectonic deposition that depart significantly from conventional
rift basin models.

This study was directed toward testing the hypothesis that the

Bearhead basin was overfilled and that the deposition of strata and facies patterns are
controlled by volcanic influences rather than by the tectonically generated topography
and denuding uplifts.

OVERFILLED BASIN
Several lines of evidence support the interpretation that the basin was overfilled
during most or all of its late Miocene history.

The Bearhead basin has subdued

structurally-produced topographic relief along the western and the eastern basin margins,
and the sediment accumulation rate probably exceeds the subsidence rate of the basin.
The basin-fill deposits are tilted westward toward the Peralta fault.

In

conventional models, this margin of the asymmetric basin should have the greatest
amount of accumulation space that would be largely filled accompanied by footwallsourced alluvial-fan deposits. However, at the exposed stratigraphic level, the fill in the
western Bearhead basin is mostly lava flows and subordinate tuff and no epiclastic
sediments (Figure 2). Therefore, the accumulation space was filling with lava with no
indication of sediment accumulation.
Along the eastern margin of the basin, paleocurrent data demonstrate that there
was an initial influx of volcaniclastic sediments transported longitudinally through the
basin (Figure 13) parallel to the regional paleoslope in the southeastern area of the
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volcanic field.

The gravels within the Bland Canyon sediments reflect a higher

percentage of andesitic and devitrified rhyolite clasts when compared to the percentage of
devitrified rhyolite clasts in the center and western areas of the basin, which suggests that
there was coeval erosion of an upland source of older rocks somewhere outside of the
basin to the east or northeast. The paucity of transverse paleocurrent indicators and
abrupt westward facies and grain-size transitions near the Media Dia fault suggest that
there were no alluvial fans along the basin margin; therefore there is no evidence of
significant topographic relief in the eastern footwall to the basin.
The dominance of pyroclastic deposits implies that the basin-fill accumulation
rate greatly exceeded the Bearhead basin subsidence rate. The basin coevally subsided
and rapidly filled with approximately 550 m of mostly rhyolitic volcanic materials in less
than one million years and most of the section accumulated in in only about 0.6 my.
Rapid aggradation of eruptive units and lavas was separated by short hiatuses, as shown
by centimeter to decimeter-thick paleosols. The hiatuses must be short, millennia to tens
of thousands of years. However, the eruptive units, where paleosols and interbedded
sediments are lacking, were likely deposited in weeks to years.

The scarcity of

interbedded sediments between the pyroclastic deposits implies that during inter-eruptive
periods streams were incising as opposed to aggrading. For example, the surface of the
tuff of lower Peralta Canyon was scoured into and provides more evidence that the
sediment accumulation rate was greater than the basin subsidence. Also, this suggests
that the base level is not rising, but demonstrates sediment accumulation is exceeding the
subsidence rate. Smith (1991) explained that if the subsidence rate is not equivalent to
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the rapid sediment accumulation rate, then there will be little to no record of the deposits
during the inter-eruptive period.
During the time Bearhead basin was subsiding in a volcanic region, the roughly
8000 km² Albuquerque basin (Fox et al., 1995) to the southeast and the approximately
5,000 km² Española basin to the northeast also subsided during Rio Grande rifting.
Accumulation rates of the three basins can be compared. The Albuquerque basin had a
late Miocene to early Pleistocene accumulation rate between 160 to 250 mm/k.y.
(Connell et al., in press) and the Española basin had a comparable Miocene accumulation
rate between 100 and 200 mm/k.y. (Koning et al., 2005).

The Bearhead basin

accumulation rate was 508 mm/k.y., and at heightened volcanism, the accumulation rate
was 1,480 mm/k.y. Assuming comparable subsidence rates in these adjacent basins, it
seems unlikely that Bearhead basin subsidence could accommodate the rapid influx of
sediment and pyroclastic material, which was roughly two to five times faster than the
sediment accumulation rates in the Albuquerque and Española basins. The accumulation
rate is not dependent on the subsidence rate within a volcanically active rift basin. Thus,
the Bearhead basin is overfilled because it lacks structurally created topographic relief
along the basin margins and the sediment accumulation rate potentially surpassed the
basin’s subsidence rate.

VOLCANIC-CONSTRUCTED

TOPOGRAPHY

AND

VOLCANIC-SOURCE

SEDIMENT SUPPLY
The thickness of the volcanic materials and the volcanic facies patterns are
controlled by volcanic-constructed topography and volcanic-source sediment supply
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rather than by tectonic topography and denuding uplifts. Depositional geometries are
strongly related to location and proximities to volcanoes, and they do not reflect
thickening toward the more deeply subsiding part of the basin.
As previously stated, the greatest subsidence of the asymmetric graben is towards
the west along the Peralta fault determined by Smith et al. (2001). The general dip
direction of the deposits is to the west as well. The lavas of the Bearhead Rhyolite filled
the western area along the margin, and the base of these lavas is not exposed.
Primary pyroclastic deposits constructed topography elsewhere in the basin. For
example, the lower flow unit of the tuff of Colle Canyon travelled southeasterly away
from Bearhead peak and is preserved as two lobes. The entire geometry of the tuff of
Colle Canyon reflects a convex-up pyroclastic-flow apron that pinches out towards the
west and speculatively towards the east.

This illustrates pyroclastic-flow deposits

constructing topography within the basin. Additionally, eruptive units thicken toward
their source areas. The tuff of lower Peralta Canyon is thins northward into Colle
Canyon to a pinch out southeast of Bearhead Peak, but is more than 53 m thick (base not
exposed) 1.5 km from its vent source in lower Peralta Canyon (Gay, 1995). The tuff of
Horn Mesa in the east is at least 65 m thick near its source area in Bland Canyon (base
not exposed) and is tentatively correlated to three m-thick rhyolite marker one observed
in the central and western area of the basin. Other eruptive units followed depressions,
e.g. tuff gamma, that remained between higher pyroclastic-flow aprons and lava flows.
The tuff of Albemarle filled the topographic low formed by erosion that scoured into the
top of the tuff of lower Peralta Canyon, and the Albemarle eruptive unit pinches at the
topographically higher areas to the east and west. Overall, the geometry of the eruptive
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units display thickening toward the center of the basin indicative of most units dispersing
downslope form the Bearhead Peak polygenetic eruptive center. If greater subsidence
was toward the west margin, then the preferential thickening of the deposits should also
be in that direction, which is a trait of the conventional rift basin model. However, the
deposits within the Bearhead basin preferentially thicken towards their eruptive sources,
they also thicken towards the center of the basin, and they actually constructed
topography within the basin.
Volcaniclastic sediments do record some degree of unroofing of the eastern,
Medio Dia footwall.

Sediment sourced from the Paliza Canyon Formation and the

Canovas Canyon Formation deposited in the basin because the andesite and devitrified
rhyolite lithic percentage remained at about 50 percent. The hydrothermally altered rock
remained less than 20 percent and there was a small presence of lithified tuff, less than
five percent.
However, in the basin as a whole volcaniclastic sediments were overwhelmingly
derived from syneruptive volcanic materials during the peak of Bearhead Rhyolite
activity.

As volcanism waned and diminished, the percentage of glassy materials

decreased demonstrating diminished importance of primary volcanic materials as a
sediment source. At this point, the devitrified rhyolite increased in the volcaniclastic
sediments suggesting that the eroded rhyolite flows or intrusions from the northern
footwall block were the more important sources for the volcaniclastic sediment in the
younger Cochiti Formation. The increases in the altered rocks, lithified tuff, and andesite
percentage may also indicate post-Bearhead incision of the northern footwall block. In
the center and western areas of the Bearhead basin, the volcaniclastic sediments record
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erosion from primary volcanic materials rather during heightened volcanism and then the
denudation of footwall-derived materials once volcanism ceased.

Summary
Keys to recognizing contemporaneous volcanism and rifting are hallmarked
through the thorough examination of volcanic facies and their thickness variability and
along with evidence of syndepositional faulting demonstrated in this case study. In
summary, the Bearhead basin began to subside in the late Miocene, filled with volcanic
materials, and then subsidence diminished sometime during the Pliocene. Sedimentation
began with coarse-grained volcaniclastic sediments that were shed from northern
extrabasinal highlands and deposited into the basin along its margin, which is a trait of
conventional rift basin models. However, sediment transport was longitudinal through
the basin as opposed to transverse transportation of sediment from the basin margins and
depositing on footwall-derived alluvial fans. This suggests that the source area is to the
north-northeast with the deposition of the youngest Paliza Canyon Formation sediments
and the oldest Peralta Tuff Member sediments observed within the Bearhead basin. The
prominent volcaniclastic deposits shift from older andesite to mostly younger rhyolitic
volcaniclastic deposits and lavas depicting the change in the type and composition of
volcanism. This observed pattern contrasts with unroofing of progressively older rocks
to provide sediment into a conventional rift basin. Conventional rift basin sedimentation
models depict subsidence typically exceeding the accumulation rate of sedimentary fill
sourced from uplifted highlands along and near the basin margin. In Bearhead basin, the
stratigraphic record is dominated with pyroclastic-flow, surge, fall, and block-and-ash-
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flow deposits separated by few hiatuses as basin filling progressed. The accumulation
rate of mostly volcanic fill sourced from coeval dome complexes, including vents within
the basin, exceeded the subsidence of the basin, overfilling the basin. Strata thickness
variations are dependent upon proximity to volcanoes as opposed to thickening along the
basin bounding fault observed in conventional rift basins.

Topographic relief was

subdued or absent along basin boundaries because volcanic constructional processes
dominated the development of landforms and depositional patterns, rather than uplift and
erosion. Ultimately, volcanism can obscure typical features that are used to recognize
coeval tectonic events.
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APPLICATIONS TO OTHER VOLCANICALLY-IMPACTED BASINS
The overfilling of the basin, burial of topographic relief along developing
structural basin margins, and facies patterns that reflect volcanic constructional
topography within the basin rather than along structural margins, are proposed criteria for
recognizing volcanically-impacted basins. These criteria may be applied to other once
volcanically active locations. The Yakima fold belt in southern Washington (Smith,
1988), the overfilling of the Abiquiu embayment of the Española basin in northern New
Mexico (Smith et al., 2002), and the overfilling of the intra-arc strike-slip basin in the
Santa Rita Mountains of southern Arizona (Bassett and Busby, 2007) are other examples
of volcanically-impacted basins.
Within the Yakima fold belt of central Washington, structural topography was
masked because lava flows and sediments were in-filling as the subsidence was occurring
(Reidel, 1984; Smith, 1988a; Smith, 1988b). The structural relief between adjacent
anticlines and synclines was being buried first by, flood-basalt lava flows (Reidel, 1984),
and then by volcaniclastic sediment aprons from the Cascade Range arc (Smith, 1988a,
Smith, 1988b). As a result, ridge-and-valley topography and coarse-clastic sediments
eroded from anticlinal ridges were delayed by at least 10 m.y. (Smith, 1988a). Sediment
and lava-flow thickness variations and facies patterns were analyzed to discover that
tectonically created topographic relief was subdued.
The early stages of Rio Grande rifting to the north of the Jemez Mountains are
partly masked by the accumulation of volcaniclastic aprons derived from distant volcanic
fields. Contrary to previous conclusions that volcaniclastic sedimentation preceded riftbasin subsidence, Smith et al. (2002) showed that the Abiquiu Formation thickens
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basinward into the Abiquiu embayment of the rift across basin-margin and intrabasinal
faults.
A late Jurassic intra-arc strike-slip basin, within the Santa Rita Mountains,
exhibits the qualities of a volcanically-impacted basin. The basin is divided in two subbasins: the northern basin is located along the master fault where the most subsidence
occurred at the releasing bend of the strike-slip fault, and the southern basin is distal to
the master fault (Busby and Basset, 2007).

The basin filled with volcanic and

volcaniclastic deposits sourced from polygenetic volcanoes that are located just outside
the basin, along the master fault, and within the basin (Basset and Busby, 2005). The
accumulation rate of the deposits within the northern basin exceeded the subsidence rate,
and therefore, the northern basin remained overfilled with the primary volcanic deposits
during volcanism (Busby and Basset, 2007). The volcaniclastic deposits as well as the
extrabasinal epiclastic deposits could only be accommodated in the southern distal basin
because of the overfilled state of the northern basin (Busby and Basset, 2007).
Additionally, volcanoes located within the basin constructed topographic high areas.
Busby and Basset (2005 and 2007) analyzed the lithofacies, the vertical and lateral facies
changes to better understand the tectonism and volcanism of the basin.
Furthermore, the masking of basin development during periods of voluminous
volcanism may apply to the Great Basin.

During regional mid-Tertiary ignimbrite

emplacement in the Great Basin, the ignimbrites deposited as laterally extensive sheets
with no evidence of topography that would reveal contemporaneous faulting
(Christiansen and Yeats, 1992). However, regional strain rates were high, as indicated by
detachment faulting above core complexes (Christiansen and Yeats, 1992).
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The

inconsistency or paradox is that these high strain rates must be associated with
decompression melting, volcanism, and faulting despite the lack of topography. Gans et
al. (1989) describes examples of thick volcaniclastic succession that probably filled a few
of these extensional basins.

Rebuilding the relationship of volcanism and basin

formation in the Great Basin may be hampered by later structural disruption of the
apparent early basins.
These previous examples along with the case study in the Jemez Mountains
demonstrate that detail needs to be given to volcanic facies to discover volcanicallyimpacted basins. The significant indicators reside in the composition of volcaniclastic
strata, thickness variations, and vertical and lateral facies changes that occur. These
ingredients will assist in determining that a volcanically-impacted basin did exist when
overfilling may obscure tectonic structures.
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APPENDIX D – PALEOCURRENT DATA
A rose diagram (Davis, 2002) depicts any directional data in the form of circular
histograms and this study focuses on the directions of paleocurrents in secondary
volcaniclastic deposits (reworked primary volcaniclastic deposits).

First, the data

(Paleocurrent Data Table), which is recorded in azimuth directions, is imported into
Matlab and separated into bins or class frequencies. Next, the data is projected into a
rose diagram using the code (presented below) written by Gerry Middleton (1996).
Once the diagram is completed, the resultant vector is calculated by summing the sines
(x-values) and cosines (y-values) of the paleocurrent vectors. The mean direction is then
obtained by taking the inverse tangent of the quotient from the summed x-values divided
by the summed y-values. The normalized resultant vector is then found by dividing the
x-values by the number of observations and then squaring the result. The same is done
for the y-values. Next, the normalized resultant is determined by taking the normalized
x-value and the normalized y-value, summing them, and then raising them to the one-half
power. Once the normalized resultant vector is found, it can then undergo hypothesis
testing for statistical significance the mean direction and determination of whether there
is a preferred direction using the von Mises distribution.
Two rose diagrams were constructed from the Bearhead basin volcaniclastic
deposits (Figure 12) and from the tuff of Horn Mesa surge deposits (Figure 9) within the
Bearhead basin. There were 35 azimuth measurements collected from the volcaniclastic
deposits which are abundant early history of the Peralta Tuff deposits. The mean azimuth
angle of 162° shows that there is a directional trend in the southeastern direction. The
Horn Mesa surge deposits were divided into two data sections. The first data section has
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a mean azimuth angle of 149° from the 16 measurements collected showing a
southeastern directional trend. The second data set has a mean azimuth angle of 210°
from 12 measurements depicting a southwestern directional trend. The large resultants
(30 radians, 15 radians, and 12 radians, respectively) and normalized resultants (0.83,
0.95, and 0.98) indicate that there is a clustering of the data. The von Mises distribution
also indicates that the null hypothesis, kappa equals zero and the data is uniformly
distributed about a circle, can be rejected because kappa (3.30114, 8.6104, and 16.9266)
is greater than zero. The data set has a preferred orientation.

PALEOCURRENT DATA TABLE
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PALEOCURRENT MATLAB CODE: BEARHEAD BASIN VOLCANICLASTIC
SEDIMENTS
% Ashley Edelman
% Masters Thesis
% Fall 2009
% Directional data analysis of volcaniclaststic deposits within the upper
% unit of the Paliza Canyon formation and the Peralta Tuff Member of the
% Bearhead Rhyolite. Volcaniclastic deposits are typically in the form of
% scour/fill beds and debris flows. Paleocurrent directions were recorded
% in azimuth directions from imbricated pebbles and cobbles.
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------clear all
load Fluv_Paleocurrent.txt
az = Fluv_Paleocurrent;
typ = 1; % set to 1 for 0 360, 2 for -180 to 180
fscale = 0; % 0 for linear scale for frequency; 1 for sqrt scale
nb = 36; % number of groups to partition the circle with. This will be
% the number of petals or sectors in the rose diagram.
figure(1);clf
grose3(az, nb, typ, fscale);
% Resultant
dtr = pi/180;
rtd = 180/pi;
n = length(az)
% = 35
rad = az*dtr;
x = sin(rad);
y = cos(rad);
resx = sum(x)
% = 9.6679
resy = sum(y)
% = -27.2492
meanaz = atan(resx/resy) % = -0.3409
meanazdeg = meanaz*rtd % = -19.5345 + 180 = 160.4655
R = sqrt((resx^2)+(resy^2)) % = 28.9134
% Normalized Resulant and von Mises Distribution - How statistically
% significant is the mean direction and is there a preferred trend?
normx = resx/n;
% = 0.2762
normy = resy/n;
% = -0.7785
normR = sqrt((normx^2)+(normy^2)) % = 0.8261
StdDevR = 1-normR
% = 0.1739
% From tables A.9 and A.10 in Davis:
% Kappa is greater than zero, 3.30114, for normalized resulant, 0.8261, and
% therefore is a preferred trend with the normalized resultant being
% greater than the 95% signficance level of 0.292.
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PALEOCURRENT MATLAB CODE: TUFF OF HORN MESA (SOUTHEAST)
% Ashley Edelman
% Masters Thesis
% Fall 2009
% Directional data analysis of the Horn Mesa Tuff within the Peralta Tuff
% member of the Bearhead Rhyolite formation. Azimuth directions were
% recorded from surge deposits.
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------clear all
load HornE_Paleocurrent.txt
az = HornE_Paleocurrent;
typ = 1; % set to 1 for 0 360, 2 for -180 to 180
fscale = 0; % 0 for linear scale for frequency; 1 for sqrt scale
nb = 36; % number of groups to partition the circle with. This will be
% the number of petals or sectors in the rose diagram.
figure(1);clf
grose3(az, nb, typ, fscale);
% Resultant
dtr = pi/180;
rtd = 180/pi;
n = length(az)
% = 12
rad = az*dtr;
x = sin(rad);
y = cos(rad);
resx = sum(x)
% = -5.9457
resy = sum(y)
% = -10.1261
meanaz = atan(resx/resy) % = 0.5309
meanazdeg = meanaz*rtd % = 30.4200 + 180 = 210.4200
R = sqrt((resx^2)+(resy^2)) % = 11.7426
% Normalized Resulant and von Mises Distribution - How statistically
% significant is the mean direction and is there a preferred trend?
normx = resx/n;
% = -0.4955
normy = resy/n;
% = -0.8438
normR = sqrt((normx^2)+(normy^2)) % = 0.9786
StdDevR = 1-normR
% = 0.0214
% From tables A.9 and A.10 in Davis:
% Kappa is greater than zero, 16.9266, for normalized resulant, 0.9786, and
% therefore is a preferred trend with the normalized resultant being
% greater than the 95% signficance level of 0.540.
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PALEOCURRENT MATLAB CODE: TUFF OF HORN MESA (SOUTHWEST)
% Ashley Edelman
% Masters Thesis
% Fall 2009
% Directional data analysis of the Horn Mesa Tuff within the Peralta Tuff
% member of the Bearhead Rhyolite formation. Azimuth directions were
% recorded from surge deposits.
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------clear all
load HornS_Paleocurrent.txt
az = HornS_Paleocurrent;
typ = 1; % set to 1 for 0 360, 2 for -180 to 180
fscale = 0; % 0 for linear scale for frequency; 1 for sqrt scale
nb = 36; % number of groups to partition the circle with. This will be
% the number of petals or sectors in the rose diagram.
figure(1);clf
grose3(az, nb, typ, fscale);
% Resultant
dtr = pi/180;
rtd = 180/pi;
n = length(az)
% = 16
rad = az*dtr;
x = sin(rad);
y = cos(rad);
resx = sum(x)
% = 7.8723
resy = sum(y)
% = -12.9712
meanaz = atan(resx/resy) % = -0.5455
meanazdeg = meanaz*rtd % = -31.2538 + 180 = 148.7462
R = sqrt((resx^2)+(resy^2)) % = 15.1731
% Normalized Resulant and von Mises Distribution - How statistically
% significant is the mean direction and is there a preferred trend?
normx = resx/n;
% = 0.4920
normy = resy/n;
% = -0.8107
normR = sqrt((normx^2)+(normy^2)) % = 0.9483
StdDevR = 1-normR
% = 0.0517
% From tables A.9 and A.10 in Davis:
% Kappa is greater than zero, 8.6104, for normalized resulant, 0.9483, and
% therefore is a preferred trend with the normalized resultant being
% greater than the 95% signficance level of 0.429.
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APPENDIX E – PETROGRAPHY
A petrographic analysis was performed on 28 thin section samples which were
collected from units within Bland Canyon, Medio Dia Canyon, and Cochiti Canyon
(Figure - Thin section sample locations) to assist in the correlation of units. Qualitative
modal analysis, textural properties, phenocrysts, lithics, and groundmass were recorded.
Fall deposits were sampled in Bland Canyon to provide further support in facies
correlations. Pyroclastic flow and fall deposits in Medio Dia Canyon were sampled to
assist in determining the location of the Medio Dia fault, and in addition, point counts
were performed on the samples collected within Medio Dia Canyon. This analysis was
an attempt to examine differences between the Peralta Tuff member of the Bearhead
Rhyolite and the Canovas Canyon formation.
Samples were collected to provide further evidence in correlation of marker beds.
Two samples were collected across Bland Canyon in Section 11 and in Section 12 in the
assumed andesite marker tephra. A modal analysis revealed that the two samples were
mostly perlitic glass and andesitic lithic clasts (Figure - Microphotograph). Additionally,
both had similar percentages of quartz, albite, and opaques. Thin section analysis further
facilitated the correlation of the andesite tephra across Bland Canyon.
The lapilli fall deposit, a key marker unit located stratigraphically between the
upper block-and-ash flow deposit in the Bland Canyon sediments and the Tuff of West
Mesa, was analyzed to determine a certain lithic component. Modal estimate analysis
reveals that the two clasts within the lapilli fall deposit are different. One clast is rhyolite
with an abundant amount of glass (Figure Microphotograph). The other clast is diorite
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with an abundant amount of plagioclase (Figure Microphotograph). This suggests the
variation of materials within the conduit when the eruption was occurring.
Initially, three andesite samples from a known Paliza Canyon Formation location
and one rhyolite sample from a known Canovas Canyon Rhyolite location were collected
to fulfill the objective of trying to match detrital clasts deposited within Bearhead basin to
their provenance. When there were no discoveries of alluvial fan development along the
basin-bonding fault, this objective could not be fulfilled. However, the modal analyses
of the three andesite samples are very similar, and the Canovas Canyon sample was used
in the objective that follows.
A series of samples were collected to make the first attempt at differentiating
between the older Canovas Canyon Rhyolite and the younger Peralta Tuff Member in
Medio Dia Canyon. The basin-bounding fault trace, the Medio Dia fault, could not be
field verified. Therefore, 13 samples were collected on the western side of the 2005
mapped fault and 6 samples were collected on the eastern side of the fault. Qualitative
modal analysis was used to determine the difference between the two glassy rhyolite
formations. It revealed that the samples located west of the fault qualitatively look very
similar to those samples that were located to the east of the fault (Figure
Microphotographs). Therefore, a different analysis will be required to determine the
difference between the Canovas Canyon Rhyolite and the Peralta Tuff Member, such as
geologic dating techniques.
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FIGURE – THIN SECTION SAMPLE LOCATIONS
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FIGURE – MICROPHOTOGRAPHS
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And – andesite, Per – perlite, Qtz – quartz, Plg – plagioclase, Pum – pumice, Mer – myrmekitic texture and
microphotographs taken a 4x.0.10 magnification. A and B. Plain polarized light microphotographs of the
andesite marker tephra showing the abundance of andesitic clasts within a glassy groundmass. These are
samples 09238-01 and 092308-02, respectively. C and D. Cross polarized light of the lapilli pyroclasticfall deposit with C having a dominant devitrified glass groundmass and few crystals of quartz and
plagioclase, while D is dominant in plagioclase crystals. These are samples 072208-01 and 072208-02,
respectively. E and F. These are samples 060109-11B and 052709-01, respectively. The two samples in
plane polarized light show pumice, shattered plagioclase crystals, small embayed quartz crystals, and
subrounded andesite volcaniclasts in a light brown glassy groundmass.
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DESCRIPTION OF THIN SECTIONS
072208-01
Lapilli fall deposit above the Bland Canyon sediment eight meter-thick block and ash
flow
 Glass (73%): subrounded spherulites (extinction goes in a circle), devitrified
groundmass, granophyric groundmass
 Plagioclase (8%): overgrowths on quartz, shattered, 10° extinction angle
 Quartz (5%): shattered crystals, rounded, resorbed
 Iron-oxides/opaques (3%)
 Sanidine (<1%)
 Volcaniclasts/lithics
072208-02
Diorite lapilli fall deposit above the Bland Canyon sediment eight meter-thick block
and ash flow
 Plagioclase (55%): andesine, weathered (altered)
 Clinopyroxene (10%): twinned
 Iron-oxides/opaques (8%): hematite (red in both ppl and xpl) is <1%
 Biotite (5%)
 Quartz (5%)
 Orthopyroxene (5%): twinned
 Microcline (<1%)
 Volcaniclasts/lithics: Granophyric texture
Very weathered, clay alteration
Myrmekitic texture
092308-01
Andesite tephra on eastern canyon wall within Bland Canyon
 Glass (80%): pumice, perlitic texture
 Quartz (7%): pitted, resorbed
 Plagioclase (5%): overgrowth, resorbed 4-6° extinction angle
 Sanidine (2%)
 Iron-oxides/opaques (1%): hematite <1%
 Volcaniclasts/lithics: dark high relief clasts in PPL, reddish brown and black
andesite lithics
Clay alteration
092308-02
Andesite tephra on western canyon wall within Bland Canyon
 Glass (76%): perlitic texture groundmass
 Plagioclase (10%): 5° extinction angle
 Quartz (6%):
 Sanidine (3%)
 Clinopyroxene (2%)
 Orthopyroxene (2%): twinned
 Biotite (2%)
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Iron-oxide/opaques (2%)
Volcaniclasts/lithics: dark high relief subrounded clasts in PPL, clasts are black
in XPL and dark brown in PPL, black, red, and gray andesite clasts
Vesicles filled with zeolites
092708-03
Tuff of Colle Canyon Unit 23 pyroclastic flow in AE 14
 Glass (73%): spherulites, vapor phase alterations, pumice, devitrification
 Quartz (15%): broken to shattered, subhedral, pitted, resorbed
 Plagioclase (8%):
 Iron-oxide/opaques (2%)
 Amphibole (1%)
 Clinopyroxene (1%)
 Volcaniclasts/lithics: reddish brown andesite clasts (hydrothermally
altered/weathered), andesite clasts, some granophyric crystallization, brown
fanned clasts (spherulite lithic clast), flow-banded rhyolite lithic
100408-01
Pyroclastic flow Unit 7 in AE 14 with and andesite clast in the same thin section
Peralta Tuff pyroclastic flow
 Glass (68%): perlitic texture, pumice
 Quartz (16%): broken, subhedral, pitted, resorbed
 Plagioclase (10%): broken, subhedral, pitted, 9° extinction angle
 Iron-oxide/opaques (3%)
 Biotite (3%): resorbed
 Volcaniclasts/lithics: reddish brown andesite clasts (hydrothermally
altered/weathered), andesite clasts, some granophyric crystallization
Paliza Canyon Formation andesite clast – porphyritic texture with large plagioclase
crystals
 Plagioclase (20%): subhedral, broken, overgrowth, pitted, 18° extinction angle
 Clinopyroxene (12%): euhedral to subhedral, pitted, broken, twinned
 Quartz (6%): pitted, subhedral, broken
 Iron-oxide/opaques (5%)
 Orthopyroxene (4%): broken, pitted, euhedral
 Biotite (3%)
101808-10
Paliza Canyon Formation andesite block and ash flow in Cochiti Canyon
 Fine grained matrix of plagioclase and quartz (85%)
 Plagioclase (17%): 28° extinction angle, resorbed, broken, overgrowth
 Quartz (3%): small crystals, broken
 Iron-oxides (2%): hematite
 Sanidine (1%)
 Clinopyroxene (1%): twinned
 Orthopyroxene (<1%): overgrowth
Microphenocrysts
Myrmekitic texture, intergrowths of quartz and plagioclase (graphic granite-like)
Pitted grains, resorbtion
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101808-11
Paliza Canyon Formation andesite lava flow in Cochiti Canyon
 Fine-grained groundmass (78%): zeolite filled vesicles
 Plagioclase (13%): 17° extinction angle, resorbed, broken
 Quartz (3%): small crystals, broken
 Iron-oxides (3%)
 Clinopyroxene (2%)
 Orthopyroxene (1%)
 Sanidine (1%)
Pitted grains
Dark yellow-green grains - iron-rich clay called celadonite (fibrious) in PPL
Microphenocrysts
Resorbtion
GS0506
Canovas Canyon Rhyolite: crystal-poor and similar to Peralta Tuff Member
 Volcanic glass (89%): pumice, perlitic texture, spherulites
 Clay (7%)
 Quartz (2%): broken, embayed, subhedral
 Plagioclase (2%)
 Biotite (1%)
 Iron-oxides (<1%)
 Clinopyroxene (<1%)
 Volcaniclastics/lithics: andesite clasts, granophyric crystallization, light brown
fanning clasts (spherulite lithic clasts), flow-banded rhyolite
Maybe a muscovite crystal
Fine-grained crystals between glass shards
052009-01
Pyroclastic flow along the spine closest to the campsite
 Glass (65%): perlitic texture, see bubble wall shards preserved, pumice
 Quartz (10%): very little euhedral crystals, broken, embayed, pitted
 Plagioclase (10%): overgrowths, some pitted, 9° to 16° extinction angle
 Clinopyroxene (6%): in lithics and groundmass, very few twinned
 Biotite (4%)
 Iron oxide/opaques (3%)
 Orthopyroxene (2%): seen in a lithic clast
 Microcline (1%)
 Volcaniclasts/lithics: andesite, flow-banded rhyolite clast with a high birefringent
crystal, granophyric crystallization in some clasts
Embayed olivine (located near the edge with the blue mark)
052009-02
Pyroclastic flow in the Medio Dia footwall
 Glass (75%): perlitic texture, vapor phase alteration, devitrification, spherulites,
pumice
 Quartz (9%): subhedral to euhedral, embayed, pitted
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Plagioclase (7%): broken, 31° extinction angle
Clinopyroxene (6%): in lithics and groundmass, some twinned
Iron oxide/opaques (4%)
Biotite (4%): some broken
Volcaniclasts/lithics: andesite, some clasts with granophyric crystallization,
spherulite lithics
Clay alteration
Rapikivi: potassium feldspar core with a plagioclase rim (found under medium
power)
052109-01
Peralta Tuff pyroclastic flow in the Medio Dia footwall at the south end of the western
canyon wall
 Glass (80%): perlitic texture, spherulites, vapor phase alteration
 Quartz (6%): embayed, pitted, subhedral to euhedral
 Plagioclase (5%): 6° extinction angle
 Biotite (5%)
 Sanidine (2%): shattered, embayed, subhedral
 Iron oxide/opaques (2%)
 Volcaniclasts/lithics: granophyric crystallization
052709-01
Pyroclastic flow, Unit 1 in AE 15
 Glass (67%): perlitic texture, vapor phase alteration, pumice
 Quartz (15%): embayed, pitted, subhedral to euhedral, shattered
 Plagioclase (10%): overgrowths, broken, pitted, 10° extinction angle
 Biotite (5%)
 Iron-oxide/Opaques (3%)
 Volcaniclasts/lithics: reddish brown andesite clasts, granophyric crystallization
Clay alteration, weathered
052809-01
Andesite pyroclastic flow in the Medio Dia footwall (closest to fault)
 Glass (64%): perlitic texture, pumice, devitrification, vapor phase alteration
 Plagioclase (17%): overgrowths, broken, pitted, 14° extinction angle
 Quartz (14%): embayed, pitted, shattered, euhedral to subhedral
 Sanidine (1%): embayed, subhedral
 Clinopyroxene (2%)
 Orthopyroxene (2%)
 Iron-oxide/opaques (2%)
 Volcaniclasts/lithics: reddish brown andesite clasts, granophyric crystallization
052809-02
Andesite pyroclastic flow in the Medio Dia footwall (closer to creek)
 Glass (70%): spherulites, devitrification, perlitic texture, pumice, vapor phase
alteration
 Plagioclase (16%): broken, overgrowths, pitted, subhedral, 10° extinction angle
 Quartz (15%): broken, embayed, pitted
 Clinopyroxene (5%): found in lithic clasts
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Orthopyroxene (1%): found in lithic clasts
Amphibole (<1%): altered
Iron-oxide/opaques (3%)
Volcaniclasts/lithics: reddish brown andesite clasts (hydrothermally
altered/weathered), granophyric crystallization, light brown fanning clasts
(spherulite lithic clast), “hairy” clast
052809-03
Medio Dia Pyroclastic flow in the “footwall”
 Glass (68%): spherulites with fanning, devitrification, pumice (texture greatly
throughout)
 Quartz (13%): embayed, pitted, subhedral, shattered
 Plagioclase (10%): overgrowth, subhedral, 33° extinction angle
 Iron-oxide/opaques (4%)
 Biotite (2%)
 Volcaniclasts/lithics: reddish brown andesite clasts (hydrothermally
altered/weathered), granophyric crystallization, light brown fanning clasts
(spherulite lithic clast), clast with abundant opaques, flow-banded rhyolite
052809-04
Medio Dia pyroclastic flow in the “footwall”
 Glass (74%): minor perlitization, very little pumice
 Plagioclase (12%): broken, pitted, embayed, subhedral, overgrowths, 8°
extinction angle
 Quartz (10%): subhedral to euhedral, broken, pitted, embayed
 Iron-oxide/opaques (4%)
 Volcaniclasts/lithics: reddish brown andesite clasts (hydrothermally
altered/weathered), andesite clasts, some granophyric crystallization
Clay alteration
052809-05
Pyroclastic flow atop the ridge in the Medio Dia Canyon across from the 30+ m fall
 Glass (59%): some perlitic texture, spherulites, devitrification, pumice
 Plagioclase (18%): overgrowth, broken, pitted, subhedral, 6° extinction angle
 Quartz (17%): shattered, subhedral, pitted, embayed
 Iron-oxide/opaques (3%)
 Clinopyroxene (3%): found within andesite clasts
 Orthopyroxene (2%): found in the andesite clasts
 Volcaniclasts/lithics: reddish brown andesite clasts (hydrothermally
altered/weathered), andesite clasts, some granophyric crystallization, brown
fanned clasts (spherulite lithic clast), flow-banded rhyolite
052809-06
Backside (east) of the ridge in Medio Dia Canyon
 Glass (59%): some vapor phase alteration, perlitic texture, spherulites,
devitrification, pumice
 Plagioclase (15%): overgrowth, broken, 5° extinction angle
 Quartz (12%): subhedral, broken and shattered, pitted,
 Iron-oxide/opaques (2%)
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Clinopyroxene (3%): found within andesite clasts
Orthopyroxene (2%): found in the andesite clasts
Biotite (1%)
Volcaniclasts/lithics: reddish brown andesite clasts (hydrothermally
altered/weathered), andesite clasts, some granophyric crystallization, brown
fanned clasts (spherulite lithic clast), flow-banded rhyolite
052909-02 (XAG-13)
Pyroclastic flow Unit 5 in AE 15 in Medio Dia Canyon
 Glass (79%): some perlite, pumice, vapor phase alteration
 Quartz (12%): broken, shattered, embayed, subhedral to euhedral, pitted,
twinned?
 Plagioclase (4%): subhedral, broken, 7° extinction angle
 Iron-oxide/opaques (3%)
 Biotite (2%): mostly small crystals and a large crystal
 Volcaniclasts/lithics: reddish brown andesite clasts (hydrothermally
altered/weathered), andesite clasts, some granophyric crystallization, flow-banded
rhyolite, light brown fanned clasts (spherulite lithic clast)
Quartz ring around a volcaniclasts, which may be opal
See altered clinopyroxene in an andesite lithic clast
Very tiny quartz crystals fill in between the perlitic cracks
060109-06 (XAG-14)
Pyroclastic flow Unit 21 in AE 15 in Medio Dia Canyon
 Glass (76%): pumice, but no spherulites or perlite
 Quartz (12%): euhedral to subhedral, broken, embayed, pitted
 Plagioclase (5%): small crystals, 29° extinction angle
 Clinopyroxene (3%)
 Iron-oxide/opaques (2%)
 Biotite (1%)
 Orthopyroxene (1%)
 Volcaniclasts/lithics: reddish brown andesite clasts (hydrothermally
altered/weathered), andesite clasts, some granophyric crystallization, flow-banded
rhyolite, rhyolite lithic clast
060109-07 (XAG-15)
Fall deposit Unit 24 in AE 15 in Medio Dia Canyon
 Glass (56%): pumice, very little perlite, see bubble wall shards, very little
spherulites
 Quartz (18%): subhedral, embayed, broken, pitted
 Plagioclase (10%): broken and mostly in the lithic clasts, 27° extinction angle
 Clinopyroxene (5%): found in lithic clasts and ash
 Iron-oxide/opaques (3%)
 Biotite (3%)
 Orthopyroxene (2%): found in lithic clasts and ash
 Volcaniclasts/lithics: reddish brown andesite clasts (hydrothermally
altered/weathered), andesite clasts, some granophyric crystallization
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060109-08 (XAG-16)
Pyroclastic flow Unit 23 in AE 15 in Medio Dia Canyon
 Glass (74%): pumice and perlite, spherulites especially in large pumice
 Quartz (15%): euhedral to subhedral, twinned, broken, pitted, embayed, some in
large pumice clast
 Plagioclase (5%): embayed, subhedral, broken, 7° extinction angle
 Iron-oxide/opaques (4%)
 Biotite (2%): very small
 Volcaniclasts/lithics: reddish brown andesite clasts (hydrothermally
altered/weathered), andesite clasts, some granophyric crystallization, light brown
fanned clasts (spherulite lithic clast)
060109-09 (XAG-17)
Fall deposit on western side of the ridge in the Medio Dia fault “footwall”
 Glass (73%): pumice, perlitic texture, very little spherulites
 Quartz (12%): subhedral, broken, pitted, overgrowth, embayed
 Plagioclase (8%): shattered, subhedral, °extinction angle
 Biotite (4%): very small and broken
 Iron-oxide/opaques (2%)
 Clinopyroxene (1%): included in a plagioclase crystal
 Volcaniclasts/lithics: andesite clasts, some granophyric crystallization
060109-10 (XAG-18)
Pyroclastic flow on the western side of the ridge in Medio Dia Canyon
 Glass (70%): very few spherulites, some perlitic texture, pumice
 Quartz (15%): subhedral, shattered, embayed, pitted
 Sanidine: (1%): resorbed, broken, pitted
 Plagioclase (8%): subhedral, broken 7° extinction angle
 Iron-oxide/opaques (4%)
 Biotite (2%)
 Volcaniclasts/lithics: andesite clasts, some granophyric crystallization, light
brown fanned clasts (spherulite lithic clasts)
060109-11B
Pyroclastic flow in Medio Dia “footwall” near the creek
 Glass (70%): spherulites, vapor phase alteration, devitrification, pumice, perlite
 Plagioclase (11%): shattered, broken, overgrowth, subhedral, 8° extinction angle
 Quartz (9%): shattered, subhedral, broken, embayed, pitted
 Iron-oxide/opaques (3%)
 Biotite (3%)
 Clinopyroxene (1%): found within andesite clasts
 Volcaniclasts/lithics: reddish brown andesite clasts (hydrothermally
altered/weathered), andesite clasts, some granophyric crystallization, brown
fanned clasts(spherulite lithic clast)
Opal between perlitic glass fragments
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060109-12
Southeastern Medio Dia Canyon
 Glass (75%): pumice, perlitic texture
 Quartz (10%): shattered, broken, embayed, subhedral
 Plagioclase (7%): broken, pitted, subhedral, 7° extinction angle
 Iron-oxide/opaques (3%)
 Biotite (3%)
 Clinopyroxene (3%): found within andesite clasts
 Volcaniclasts/lithics: reddish brown andesite clasts (hydrothermally
altered/weathered), andesite clasts, some granophyric crystallization, brown
fanned clasts (spherulite lithic clast), rhyolite lithic
060209-01
Andesite lava sample from the side canyon within Bland Canyon
 Glass (35%): groundmass
 Plagioclase (25%): zoned, pitted, large, crystals, 12° extinction angle
 Clinopyroxene (12%): embayed, twinned, pitted, subhedral to euhedral
 Orthopyroxene (10%): overgrowth, embayed, pitted, subhedral to euhedral
 Iron-oxide/opaques (10%)
 Quartz (8%)
Porphyritic texture
Most crystals are pitted
Clasts with glass that has a perlitic texture
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